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Summary

Four topic areas are considered: •«.... ~"
P M 11 2000

• The global context for energy investments 0 ^* T I
• Strategic investments in the gas chain '
• Conventional and changing approaches to investing in gas and power
• New areas of opportunity.

The paper considers the challenging global context for investments and the current
oil price outlook and more specifically the backdrop to the growth in demand for gas
and its increasing availability and the implications of factors such as energy market
liberalisation. I t notes the regional nature of gas and power markets and considers
the issues of stranded supply and demand. I t identifies an increasing trend towards
investments up and down the gas chain by both traditional and new players and
explores BP Amoco's own corporate response.

The paper then briefly reviews four major gas investments which BP Amoco has
either already taken or is actively considering at this time:

• From Bruce to ET-AP - investing in the face of radical market regulation - an
illustration of how investments and gas marketing for major UK gas field
developments have been transformed by market liberalisation;

• -Atlantic LN& - investing by first aligning key gas chain relationships and
interests - a major LNG project only just commissioned in Trinidad and now facing
an expansion decision;



• In Salah Gas - reducing technical risk - securing new sales opportunities - a
major natural gas project in Algeria approaching a development decision early next
year,

• Ormen Lange - Commercial and technological challenge - a major new Norwegian
reserve of gas only recertify discovered

I t then considers investments in gas to power and the growing environmental agenda
which is bringing a range of new and non-traditional investment opportunities:

• Investing in Power - extending the gas value chain

• New Investment Opportunities - Environmental Agenda - Co-Generation and
Contract Energy Management; Compressed Natural Gas and Natural Gas Vehicles ;
Environmental Emissions Permit Trading

The paper concludes:

• While the global context for investments is affected by lower and uncertain
future oil prices, the prospects for investments in gas and particularly gas to
power are upbeat on the back of rising demand, significant new supply
opportunities and the importance of gas as the cleanest fossil fuel.

• The more diff icult commercial environment and growing market liberalisation are
driving a range of new strategic corporate investments up and down the gas
chain as players in different ways

• Companies like BP Amoco are moving early and decisively to position themselves
to access and manage the very largest investment opportunities on a global basis

• Successful major investments in gas and power will require distinctive project
management and commercial skills, the deployment of new technology in managing
down investment costs and the ability to handle often complex gas chain
relationships and to respond flexibly to markets in transition following
liberalisation measures.

• Gas and power opportunities are becoming virtually synonymous and the growing
international environmental agenda is feeding new, non-traditional investment
opportunities which are increasingly attractive.
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Source: Annual Reports, Financial Supplements and Company Press Releases
Noles: (1) One barrel of crude oil = 5,800 cubic feet of gas; (2) Includes associated undertakings
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The Global Climate for Energy Investments
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Conventional and Changing Approaches to
Investments in Gas and Power

New Areas of Opportunity



Incomplete Markets: Finding the Rent
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Examples of Strategic
Co-operation (98/99)

• Ruhrgas/ Gazprom

• Amerada Hess/ Midland Elec

• GdF/Elf

• Energie Noordwest/ Eastern

• Wintershall/ Power Co's

• Centrica/ Powergen

• GdF/ Greek Power Corp

BPAmoco

Reliant Energy/ Una

EdF/ London Elec

Pnem-Mega/ Edon

Hidroelectrica/ Eastern

Neste/ IVO

Exxon/ Mobil

BP/ Amoco
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From Bruce to ETAP

Managing the threats and opportunities of market
liberalisation

Investing in the face of radical market re-regulation

Transitioning from life of field' to 'portfolio' sales
arrangements

Accessing the downstream
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Gas-Power Channel Attractiveness

Gas Supplier Generator

Gas demand growth High margins, low costs

Large contracts attractive Low barriers to entry ?

Access to generation margin Efficient and 'green'

Gas-electricity spot arbitrage Fuel supplier shared risk

Few gas suppliers can play Gas-electricity spot arbitrage
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Summary

Upbeat prospects for investments in gas/ gas to
power

Growing strategic investments in the energy chain

Successful major gas and power investments
distinguished by project management, new
technology application and chain relationship skills

Environmental agenda driving new non-traditional
investments opportunities.


